
200 hour Yoga Teacher Training 

August 2nd– November 17th 2019


  Acknowledgement of Contract + Commitment for IGNITE Yoga Teacher 
Training:


 By initialing below, the student agrees to IGNITE Yoga Teacher Training terms 
and understands all expectations and commitments.


_____ 1. IGNITE Yoga Teacher Training reserves the right to reschedule program start 
date should the number 

            of students enrolled be too low. 

_____ 2. IGNITE Yoga Teacher Training reserves the right to deny any person from 
entering the training  

            program and has the right to withdrawal any student from the program before 
or during the training.

_____ 3. IGNITE Yoga Teacher Training reserves the right to immediately withdraw any 
student for displaying 

            violent/verbal/physical abuse, harassment, sexual harassment, or any other 
abrasive/inappropriate 

            behavior without refund of any monies paid regardless of time completed. 

_____ 4. IGNITE Yoga Teacher Training reserves the right to withdraw student from 
training for unsatisfactory

            progress, nonpayment of tuition or failure to abide by IGNITE YTT policies and 
procedure.

_____ 5. IGNITE Yoga Teacher Training offers an extensive 200 hour yoga teacher 
training and offers the tools to help set

            each student up for success but does not guarantee job placement at Zen Soul 
Studio or any other

            establishment upon completion of the program. 

_____ 6. Student agrees to commit to 200 hours of required training with IGNITE YTT in 
order to receive certificate of 

            completion. 

_____ 7. Student agrees to pay all tuition fees to IGNITE YTT and understands all 
policies regarding tuition,  refunds, cancellations, etc. 

_____ 8. Student agrees and understands that IGNITE YTT is an in depth training 
program that will require physical, mental, and emotional commitment. 

_____ 9. Student understands that it is their responsibility to seek medical care should 
the student need

            special medical attention before, during or after IGNITE YTT and that IGNITE 
YTT and/or Zen Soul Studio is NOT




            responsible for any cost or medical fees. 

_____ 10. Student understands that it is their responsibility to sustain a healthy lifestyle, 
eating habits and

            sleep patterns during and after the IGNITE YTT program. 

 

I, _________________________, have read this agreement thoroughly, understand and 
agree to all the terms and conditions of IGNITE YTT. I understand that I am responsible 
for paying the full tuition that is asked and am responsible for payment of any 
collection fees or attorney fees incurred by IGNITE wellness collective (IGNITE YTT) 
should payment default. By signing below, I understand that I am responsible for my 
own health, eating habits and sleep patterns as well as remaining mentally stable 
during the training. I agree that I am responsible for seeing medical attention at my own 
cost if needed. By signing below, I agree that I have been cleared by my primary 
doctor, or another medical professional to participate in physical activity, yoga, and 
other strenuous activities. I also agree and understand that IGNITE wellness collective 
(IGNITE YTT) and Zen Soul Studio is not, in any way, responsible for any personal 
items, medical fees or work compensation before, during or after my affiliation with 
IGNITE wellness collective (IGNITE YTT) and Zen Soul Studio. 

My signature below signifies that I have read and understand all aspects of this 
agreement and do recognized my legal responsibilities in regards to this contract. 


Student name (printed): ___________________________________________________ 
Date:____________________________________

Student Signature: 
________________________________________________________Date:___________________________
_________ 

IGNITE YTT Representative: _______________________________________________ 
Date:___________________________________


**Please sign and send copy to info@ignitewellnesscollective.com


